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Complaint comments ICCC Ref #:I1009021153028881. I am a Canadian Citizen who fell victim to the deceptive trade practices of the Narconon Freedom Center INC,

of Albion Michigan. I will note that, while I sought treatment for opiate addiction, the medication for which I sought treatment was legally

prescribed. Additionally, I have never illegally obtained prescription medication; I have nothing to hide in this matter.    In seeking out a treatment

program to safely discontinue the use of prescription medication, I was referred by a help line (found online) to the Narconon Freedom Center,

INC. That help line was owned and operated by an affiliate of the Narconon Freedom Center INC, which was not disclosed. We were given a

mis-representative sales pitch and offer, and were promised verbally many things which were not true. In addition (thus the reason for this internet

fraud complaint) their website contains outright fraudulent claims of:    -70% success rates in drug addiction treatment  -states that councilors and

staff are certified, trained, and licensed substance abuse professionals.  -not mentioning that the 'treatment' is based on abusive Scientology

indoctrination.  -Not mentioning an association with the church of Scientology - this was even denied in person.  -The treatment to be

administered  -The condition of the facility  -The types of activities offered    I was promised, a medically supervised detoxification process and a

holistic treatment program based on massage, sauna therapy and pain management techniques. I was assured by them that the centre had the

necessary skills and facilities to monitor and cope with a patient with a serious back injury. Payment provided by my parents of $28,500 USD on
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the 10th of June. In addition, I incurred a local hospital bill of $4692.72 in emergency medical expenses for back pain and temporary leg paralysis

after their failure to care for my injury, or even to seek medical treatment for two bouts of severe pain, one resulting in loss of conciousness. I

incurred an ambulance bill of approximately $860 USD and a radiology consultation of $373 for that same incident. The Centre is refusing to

refund any funds and have not responded to follow up phone calls since sending a letter, dated 14 July 2010.    29 May - Called Freedom Centre

and requested to undergo medically supervised treatment for drug detoxification of prescribed opiate painkillers. Spoke with Jeannie Trahant,

who arranged the intake on behalf of Narconon Freedom Centre. Payment was arranged via Stephen Troutner, also of the Freedom Centre INC.

07 June - Arrived at Detroit International Airport and was taken to 'A Forever Recovery', a private facility owned by the director of the Freedom

Centre INC, which is a non-profit entity  with close ties to Narconon.    10 June - My parents pay Narconon, via bank transfer, US $28,500.

(Invoice numbers 5728 and 5729 from The Narconon Freedom Center). Of note is that I was not allowed by Narconon staff to communicate with

them, and they were not aware of nor had they seen any documentation on the Narconon refund policy.     13 June - Arrived at the Narconon

Freedom Centre, having just taken a dose of Suboxone, which is a detoxification drug; I was therefore under the influence of powerful drugs at

the time of admission and of signing the contract. I actually have no memory of signing these papers due to the strength of the medicines I was

under at the time. I was asked to sign a variety of forms that were not properly explained to me, I was not provided a copy of these forms, I was

not given sufficient time to read them thoroughly, and they never sent copies of these forms to me or my parents - with whom they had been in

regular contact to get them to pay the fees; as well, they did not allow me to communicate with my parents either immediately before or after

signing these forms.     13 June to 30 June - I was kept in isolation in their 'withdrawal' unit with no access to telephone, mail, email, o
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